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Objective: To measure the benefit (ie, sound localization and speech intelligibility in noise) of bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) in adults and in children.

Design, Setting, and Patients: Seventeen adults and 3 children underwent testing 3 months after activation of bilateral hearing. Adults received their devices in a simultaneous procedure and children in sequential procedures (3-8 years apart). Adults underwent testing of sound localization and speech intelligibility, with a single CI and bilaterally. Children underwent testing of sound localization, right/left discrimination, and speech intelligibility, with the first CI alone and bilaterally. We used computer games to attract the children’s attention and engage them in the psychophysical tasks for long periods of time.

Results: Preliminary findings suggest that, for adults, bilateral hearing leads to better performance on the localization task, and on the speech task when the noise is near the poorer of the 2 ears. In children, localization and discrimination are slightly better under bilateral conditions, but not remarkably so. On the speech tasks, 1 child did not benefit from bilateral hearing. Two children showed consistent improvement with bilateral hearing when the noise was near the side that underwent implantation first.

Conclusions: Bilateral CIs may offer advantages to some listeners. The tasks described in this study might offer a powerful tool for measuring such advantages, especially in young children. The extent of the advantage, however, is difficult to ascertain after 3 months of bilateral listening experience, and might require a more prolonged period of adjustment and learning. Future work should be aimed at examining these issues.
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IN RECENT YEARS, THERE HAVE BEEN improvements in speech-processing strategies used with cochlear implants (CIs). These improvements are particularly evident in speech understanding in quiet.1,2 However, for most CI users, speech reception in a noisy or complex environment is still very poor. To understand speech in noise, CI users need higher signal-noise ratios than normal-hearing listeners.3-6 Although noise reduction and spectral enhancement algorithms may prove to be important in improving speech-in-noise understanding,1,6 lack of binaural hearing and the inability to take advantage of the better-ear effect may also explain poor performance in multisource environments.9,10 Finally, normal-hearing listeners have a very large number of independent information channels, and the location of these channels along the cochlea is matched between the 2 ears, whereas CI users have a finite number of electrodes distributed along the tonotopic axis of the cochlea, and the electrode placement can vary.

To try to improve their ability to localize sound and to understand speech in noise, a small number of CI users worldwide have received 2 implants. To date, a handful of studies have been conducted on bilateral adult CI users.11-20 When coordinated stimulation of electrical pulses is used and care is taken to stimulate with loudness- and pitch-matched signals in both ears, fused auditory images can be produced that are lateralized in a direction consistent with the leading ear. Some reports suggest that bilateral listeners have good sensitivity to binaural level cues but poor sensitivity to timing cues relative to normal-hearing subjects.12,14,15,21 Others have found good performance with level cues and varying sensitivities to timing cues.16 Free-field studies with independent stimulation similarly suggest that dual implants can assist listeners in discriminating between 2 speaker positions, and (under some conditions) provide a ben-
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fit for speech understanding in the presence of competing sounds.  

Preliminary reports with multiple source locations and a large number of subjects are limited.  

In children, CIs have also become increasingly more successful in recent years. Children are better at expressive language, reading skills, and linguistic competence.  

Although measures of speech perception, intelligibility, language acquisition, working memory, and others have been investigated more extensively in recent years, little is known about the ability of children with CIs to function in realistic, complex auditory environments. After some reports that bilateral CIs in adults have provided certain benefits beyond those that are afforded by unilateral CIs, recent initiatives in which children also received bilateral CIs have been undertaken.  

Although the ethical implications might be complex, studying the abilities of these children to function in realistic acoustic environments is critical if we are to better understand the potential benefits and limitations of bilateral CI implantation in children.

The present study investigated directional hearing abilities and speech intelligibility in noise in adults and children with bilateral CIs. Adult subjects received their CIs in a simultaneous procedure, whereas children were all successful users of a unilateral CI who received a second CI several years later. This preliminary report offers an initial glimpse into the potential outcomes of bilateral implantation in these populations.

### METHODS

#### SUBJECTS

The 3 children included in our study, aged 8, 8, and 12 years, were prelingually deaf. They received their first CIs several years before the second CI, and the testing discussed in the present report was conducted 2 to 3 months after activation of the second CI (Table). Seventeen adults (8 men and 9 women) participated. Fourteen were postlingually deaf, with 15 or fewer years of deafness. The other 3 adults were deaf since infancy or congenitally deaf. All adults received both CIs in a simultaneous procedure and underwent testing at 3 months after activation of their CIs. Average age of the adults was 52.7 years, and they had an average of 8 and 13 years’ duration of hearing loss in the right and left ears, respectively. Adults received the CI24R(CS) CI. Two of the children also received 2 CI24 devices, and 1 child (subject 2) received a CI22 device in the first ear and a CI24 device in the second ear (Cochlear Americas, Denver, Colo). The same speech-coding strategies were used in both ears, although each ear underwent independent mapping for best results in that ear. Before testing, all subjects underwent a loudness-balancing session in which the perceived loudness of sounds from the 2 sides were matched as closely as possible. The research was approved by the institutional review board and human subjects committee of the University of Wisconsin–Madison and participating clinics, and all participants, or parent/guardian in the case of children, signed informed consent forms before participating in testing.

#### PSYCHOPHYSICAL MEASURES

### Speech Intelligibility Measurements in Adults

Fourteen adults participated in this measure. Speech materials consisted of Bamford-Kowal-Bench sentences, and competing sound materials consisted of multitalker babble (+4 talkers). Each list of words had 8 or 10 sentences with a signal-noise ratio that decreased in 3-dB steps, starting with 21 and reaching 0 or –6 dB. The percentage of words correctly identified at each signal-noise ratio was entered into a formula that estimated speech reception thresholds (SRTs) as the signal-noise ratio at which intelligibility was at 50% correct. The speech was always presented from a loudspeaker placed in front of the listener (0°), and the babble was presented from the front (0°), the right (90°), or the left (–90°). The data presented consist of results of testing conducted with either CI alone and with both CIs activated together. Feedback as to correct/incorrect responses was not provided.

### Sound Localization Measurements in Children

Fifteen matched loudspeakers were positioned in a semicircular array at 10° intervals in the frontal hemifield, ranging from –70° to 70°. Speakers were positioned at ear level and a distance of 1.4 m (4.5 feet) from the center of the listener’s head and numbered 1 to 8 from left to right. Subjects sat on a chair facing the speaker array and were asked to hold their head still during each trial presentation. Stimuli consisted of 4 bursts of 170-millisecond pink noise with 10-millisecond rise/fall times and a 50-millisecond interstimulus interval; they were digitally generated, amplified, and presented to loudspeakers at an average level of 65 dB (randomly roved ±6 dB from trial to trial). For each of the 8 locations, 20 trials occurred in random order. After each stimulus presentation, subjects reported the speaker number corresponding to the perceived location of the sound. The data presented consist of results of testing conducted with either CI alone and with both CIs activated together. Feedback as to correct/incorrect responses was not provided.

Abbreviation: CI, cochlear implant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Age at CI, y</th>
<th>Time Since</th>
<th>Cause of deafness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cause of deafness was unknown in all 3 children.
Children used an interactive computerized pointing game to report the speaker corresponding to the perceived location of the sound. Testing was conducted in separate blocks for the monaural and bilateral listening modes.

Right/Left Discrimination Measurements in Children

The same apparatus with 15 loudspeakers was used. Right/left discrimination was measured for angular separations varying from 10° to 70°, and feedback was given after each trial.

Speech Intelligibility Measurements in Children

Speech reception thresholds were measured using the CRISP (children’s realistic index of speech perception) test. Stimuli consisted of target words and competing sentences. All stimuli were prerecorded, digitized, and played back through specialized software during testing. Targets consisted of a closed set of 25 spondees spoken by a male voice (eg, hot dog, ice cream, barnyard, and rainbow). The root-mean-square levels were equalized for all words. The competitors consisted of 2 sentences spoken by a female voice. The present study was not aimed at testing the children’s vocabulary, but rather at measuring their speech intelligibility for known words. Before testing, subjects underwent a familiarization session (approximately 5 minutes) in which they were presented with the picture-word combinations and tested to ensure that they associated each of the pictures with their intended auditory target. The target words were always presented from the front (0°). Competitors were presented from the front, right (90°; near the first CI), or left (−90°; near the second CI). A quiet condition was also included. Competitors were presented at a fixed sound pressure level of 60 dB. For each subject, SRTs were measured for each of the 4 conditions and 2 listening modes (monaural and bilateral). An adaptive 3-down/1-up tracking method was used to vary the level of the target signal, such that correct responses resulted in level decrement, and incorrect responses resulted in level increment.

The test involved a 1-interval-4-alternative-forced-choice discrimination procedure. On each trial, the child viewed a set of 4 pictures from the set of 25 picture-word matches. A word matching one of the pictures was randomly selected and presented from the front speaker. A leading phrase such as “point to the picture of the” or “where is the” preceded each target word. The child was asked to select the picture matching the word. The child was asked to select the picture matching the heard word and to guess if he or she was not sure or if the word was not audible. The randomization process ensured that for every subject, on average, all 25 words were selected an equal number of times. Results were analyzed using a constrained maximum-likelihood method of parameter estimation outlined by Wichmann and Hill. Such that the estimated SRT corresponded to the stimulus value and slope of the psychometric function where performance was approximately 79.4% correct.

**RESULTS**

**Figure 1** shows location identification results from 3 adult subjects representing 3 types of behaviors on the task. In each panel, the stimulus-response matrix shows the proportion of responses that occurred for each stimulus location. In an ideal performer, the data would all fall along the diagonal, in the form of large high-proportion circles. Subject 12 represents the type of subject who cannot identify source locations with the right or left ear alone, but bilaterally this listener’s performance is fairly high, with the responses distributed close to or on the diagonal. Subject 15 represents the type of listener who cannot identify source locations or lateralize the sounds on the right or left with either ear alone. With bilateral stimulation, although this listener does not identify locations as subject 12 does, there is a marked improvement in the ability to place the sources in the correct hemifield, on the right vs left. The third type of listener is shown by the data from subject 1, whose bilateral performance is no different than it is with the best of the 2 ears, in this case with the right ear alone. Of the 17 subjects who underwent testing to date, subjects 13, 2, and 2 showed behaviors similar to those of subjects 12, 15, and 1, respectively. Thus, for most bilateral subjects, having 2 CIs offers a benefit for sound source location identification.

**Figure 2** shows the mean and standard error for the root-mean-square error for the 17 subjects in 3 listening conditions. A 1-way analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect of condition, and post hoc tests revealed that there were no significant differences between the right and left ears, but that either ear alone had a significantly higher error than the bilateral condition.

Individual factors, such as duration and type of hearing loss, speech-coding strategy, age at implantation, and preimplantation speech scores, were examined to determine whether any of them might explain the individual differences observed in the results. The best predictor for improvement with bilateral CIs was duration of bilateral hearing aid use before implantation. Of the subjects with bilateral benefit in localization, most had worn bilateral hearing aids for 10 to 30 years, compared with subjects with little or no bilateral benefit who wore hearing aids for 8 years or less. Regarding speech-coding strategy, subjects with localization benefit (eg, subject 12) used SPEAK (spectral peak) or ACE (Advanced Combination Encoders); of the 2 subjects with right/left improvement (eg, subject 15), one used SPEAK and the other used ACE; of the 2 subjects with no benefit (eg, subject 1), one used ACE and the other used CIS (continuous interleaved sampling). Of the 17 subjects studied, only 2 were fitted with the CIS strategy; the effectiveness of that strategy is therefore difficult to judge because those 2 listeners also had poor preoperative speech scores and relatively short durations of hearing aid use. Duration of deafness was not a strong predictor; 3 subjects with sudden onset of deafness were not the best performers. Finally, the predictability from preoperative speech scores was variable. Subjects with improved right/left performance had higher scores than average. Subjects with improved localization varied; eg, subject 12 had scores near 40% on the HINT test (Hearing in Noise test), but several other subjects with good localization performance had preoperative scores near 0% on the hearing in noise test.

**Figure 3** shows speech-in-babble data from 14 of the 17 adult subjects. In this figure, comparisons are made between conditions in which subjects are listening through their poor ear, through their better ear, and bilaterally. When the babble is near the poor ear, there appears to be a bilateral advantage compared with the poor ear or the better ear. However, when the babble is near the better ear, the bilateral advantage is minimal or absent, regardless of which ear is the monaural condition. The condition resulting in the largest bilateral effect is one in which...
the multitalker babble occurs near the poor ear, and when hearing is added in the better ear.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show results for localization tasks in the children. In Figure 4, we compared the percentage correct on right/left discrimination for monaural and bilateral conditions. Performance did not differ significantly for the 7 angular separations; hence, for each subject the data are collapsed across angles. Although there was no significant difference between monaural and binaural conditions, all 3 subjects appeared to perform slightly better in the binaural condition. Similarly, data from the sound localization measurement in Figure 5 suggest that the percentage correct for identifying source location was slightly above chance in bilateral conditions and below chance in monaural conditions. Again, these differences were not statistically significant. Finally, the root-mean-square error for sound localization, shown in Figure 6, suggests that the size of the errors made in identifying source locations was just slightly higher monaurally than bilaterally for subjects 2 and 3.

Speech intelligibility measures for the children are shown in Figure 7. Positive differences between monaural and bilateral SRTs suggest a bilateral benefit, and negative differences suggest a bilateral disadvantage. Differences smaller than 2 dB are not meaningful, since that is within the error of measurement of the test. There does not appear to be a uniform response or advantage across subjects and conditions. Subject 1 has a bilateral benefit when the competing sounds are in front or near the first implanted ear, and a disadvantage in quiet. Subject 2 also has an advantage for competitors near the first CI, and in quiet, and subject 3 seems to operate like a monaural listener, with a slightly better performance monaurally for competing sounds in front. Taken together, these findings suggest that children who have had several years of hearing with 1 CI and 3 months of hearing with 2 CI show signs of improve-
ment on directional hearing tasks, although the improvement is not uniform across subjects or conditions and is not statistically significant.

**COMMENT**

Our results suggest that, in adults, simultaneous bilateral cochlear implantation presents some advantages in their ability to identify sound source locations and to hear speech in the presence of multitalker babble. Examination of individual factors (duration/type of hearing loss, speech-coding strategy, and preimplantation speech scores) suggests that the best predictor for improvement on the localization task was duration of bilateral hearing aid use before implantation. Given the small number of subjects using each speech-coding strategy, the effectiveness of the various strategies was not easy to judge. Similarly, the predictability from preoperative speech scores was variable. In children who were congenitally deaf and received sequential CIs 3 to 8 years apart, there are indications that bilateral hearing might offer some advantages on functional tasks in some of the subjects at 2 to 3 months after the second device is activated.

The tasks used in this study were designed to evaluate the ability of bilateral CI users to use both ears when functioning in complex, multisource environments. Listening with 2 ears is known to be beneficial for sound localization and speech understanding in noise, in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. For instance, spatial separation of the target and competing sounds, similar to the conditions we used with the competing sounds on the side, is known to provide a benefit of up to 12 dB, or 80% improvement.34,35
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**Figure 2.** Average and standard deviation root-mean-square (RMS) error values are plotted for adult subjects, comparing performance with the left ear alone, right ear alone, and bilateral.
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**Figure 3.** Individual speech-in-babble data for 14 adult subjects with bilateral cochlear implants. Each panel shows the signal-noise ratio (SNR) at which performance reached 50% speech reception threshold (SRT), comparing a monaural condition with the bilateral condition. Results from conditions in which the babble was either near the poor ear or near the better ear are shown in the panels on the left and right sides of the graph, respectively. In each listening mode, performance is compared for poor ear vs bilateral (top) or better ear vs bilateral (bottom).
However, the work presented in this study only taps a single aspect of 2-ear listening, that with independent ears. True binaural hearing, such as that known to occur in normal-hearing mammals, has 2 important components. The first is a head-shadow effect. In a 1-ear situation, sounds that are nearer to the open ear have a greater intensity at the ear, and sounds that are on the opposite side of the head are attenuated by the head/shoulders, such that on reaching the open ear they are significantly reduced in intensity. Opening up the second ear can often improve the ability of a listener to take advantage of sources occurring from various directions, as is typically the case in multisource environments. A second, more complicated component of binaural hearing is the synchronization of signals that occurs in the auditory pathway along the frequency dimension. In normal-hearing listeners, differences between the ears in arrival time and intensity of sounds, known as binaural cues, provide robust information about the direction of sources and provide listeners with powerful tools for listening in complex environments.

The current technology offers CI users the opportunity to take advantage of the head-shadow effect. However, the extent to which binaural cues are available to the listeners and used effectively is not well understood. Some studies have suggested that bilateral listeners have good sensitivity to interaural level difference but poor sensitivity to interaural time difference relative to normal-hearing subjects,\(^1\) in whom thresholds are on the order of 20 to 50 microseconds and 1 dB for interaural time and interaural level difference discrimination, respectively. Others have found good performance with interaural time differences and varying sensitivities to interaural time differences.\(^6\) A recent study\(^6\) reported interaural time difference sensitivity of about 150 microseconds in 5 subjects, and 1 subject with long-term binaural deprivation showed sensitivity to interaural time differences of 300 microseconds.\(^7\) However, given the high likelihood that in bilateral CI users there are differences between the 2 ears.
ears in electrode placement, neural survival, and frequency tuning, it is highly likely that without enforcing synchronization between the 2 devices, the patients' use of true binaural stimuli is limited. Future work should address the extent to which synchronization and enhanced binaural hearing are functionally useful to bilateral CI users.

Results described in the present study also point to the importance of considering the plasticity of the nervous system as playing a role in the usability of binaural cues. First, the measurements described were made 3 months after listeners heard with 2 ears. It is highly likely that for both adults and children, that amount of time is insufficient for the acquisition of spatial awareness and regularity with which directional cues are processed consistently and perceived by the listener in a dependable manner. Second, there is a considerable difference in this study between the adults and children. Most of the adults (14/17) had postlingual deafness and received their 2 devices at the same time; hence, to a large extent their binaural experience was maximized. Adults with best performance on the localization task also tended to be ones with greater exposure to bilateral hearing aids. In contrast, the 3 children all received their devices in a sequential procedure, with 3 to 8 years between receiving each device and little or no bilateral hearing aid use before implantation. It is possible that, having heard monaurally for a number of years, these children's auditory systems have become accustomed to using a single ear. More critically, it is difficult to know whether binaural neurons have lost their ability to use binaural cues as a result of a lack of that type of stimulation. Whether that ability can be regained remains an important question for future research.

Finally, given the potential advances in technology, gene therapy, hair-cell regeneration, and other potential treatments for hearing loss, there may be reasons for questioning bilateral implantation, especially in children. A growing population of children with residual hearing and speech understanding in the non-CI ear are being fitted with a hearing aid in that ear. An important issue to address, therefore, is whether a hearing aid fitted in the non-CI ear might provide a measurable difference in performance. Although reports on this topic are sparse, even in adults, there are suggestions that continued use of hearing aids after implantation might provide benefits under some conditions. Although few in number, existing reports in adults suggest that patients with a CI and a hearing aid exhibit an advantage on measures of speech understanding in noise, especially when the speech was in front and the noise was near the ear with the CI. In 2 of the 3 patients, there was also some improvement in the ability to localize sounds. In the proposed work, children with a CI and a hearing aid will be recruited and undergo testing with their CI alone, their hearing aid alone, and with a CI and a hearing aid will be recruited and undergo testing with their CI alone, their hearing aid alone, and with a CI and a hearing aid.
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